Tech to Redesign
Curriculum
by Sam K ~ Staff Writer

In a recent announcement, Michigan Tech has announced that it is
redesigning many general education
classes and have considered reorganizing the curriculum as a whole.
After removing the Perspectives and
Institutions classes, they have made
it clear that no class is safe from this
wildfire of in house cleaning. The
Daily Bull has received confidential
files from an undisclosed computer
science student that detail some of
these plans.
Tech has decided to move to block
scheduling in the Civil Engineering
and Environmental Engineering departments to the dismay of many
students. The first block has been
renamed “Dirt” and will cover aggregates, soils, and even surveying.
It will also add a class “Sandcastles
3407” used to strengthen many core
skills. The second block that has
been added is called “Water” which
will cover thermodynamics and water resources pertaining to wetting
dirt and making ramen.
After finishing these two blocks Civil
Engineers will take “Dirt and Water”
to cover the mixtures of concrete
and asphalt while Environmentals will
take the “Dirt in Water” block. Environmentals will also take the blocks
see Penne on back
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If you aren’t viewing this copy of the Bull
on a 72” screen, you survived Black Friday.
Congrats!

MONDAY PUNDAY!
Alleged Hockey Fan Doesn’t Know
Who Chris Chelios Is

It’s simple. Every Monday, we’ll publish a visual pun and a hint. The
solution will be in the next Monday’s Bull with a new pun.

by Anony-whaaat? ~ Ghost Writer

CHICAGO, IL — Keenan Lundis, a
native of the greater Chicagoland
area, has spent the last eight years
successfully bamboozling his friends
into thinking that he is a hockey fan.
The 34-year old accountant watches
games with his coworkers, drinks
Labatt Blue, and has
definitely been spotted calling referees
‘shitweasels’ when
lousy calls are made.
But Lundis, the neighbors recently discovered, is an imposter.

plates of nachos with beers.
Even after their relationship ended
(“He kept trying to do my taxes,”
his ex-girlfriend moaned, “I think he
asked about my W2’s more than he
asked about my boobs.”), Lundis
found himself watching hockey at the bars
with friends.
Over
time, he decided it
actually wasn’t so
bad—he even figured
out what a few of the
rules were.

On October 18th
His interest in hockey
of this year, he even
started only about See this face? Know it. Love spotted a missed
it. Kiss it. What?
nine months ago,
penalty call that his
when a girl he was
friends didn’t see until
seeing at the time invited him to at- the replays. Sadly, the facade would
tend a Blackhawks game with her. not last much longer.
Not wanting to sound un-manly, he
agreed at once, declaring that he Gathered at the bar for the demor“hadn’t been to a game in AGES!” alizing loss to the Avalanche a few
No one was any the wiser, since the weeks ago, his wistful friends remiastute accountant simply cheered nisced on the days of Chris Chelios’
when his girlfriend did, booed when glory. Several beers in and sleep
the crowd booed, and ate two deprived from “just messing around
see Farfalle on back
The Italians have a saying, Lemon. “Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer.” And though
they’ve never won a war, or mass produced a decent car, in this area, they are correct. In five years
we will all be either working for him, or dead by his hand.
—Jack Donaghy (30 Rock)

“I showed this to a co-worker. She laughed so hard she nearly fell over”

Last week’s answer: Budapest
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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“What’s in this Water”, “Can I Drink
this Water”, and “How Can I Make
this Water Drinkable”. A few other
blocks have been revealed as well:
For chemistry there will be “What
Makes up This Water”, “Dropping the
Base”, and “Cooking 101”. In philosophy there will be “What IS water”,
“Does That Really Exist”, and “Smoking a Pipe in Tweed”. A few Physics
blocks will be “Will this Break”, “What
Does This Do”, and “Swallow Migratory Patterns”.
In addition, there will be “White”
blocks that carry cross discipline
classes. The Dean of Naming Classes
was ecstatic about the upcoming
changes:
“Not only are we revamping the
whole system but the new names
will be easily understood by the lay-

people who were, understandably,
confused by class names like Intro
to Computer Science, Circuits, and
Water Quality. Now everyone will
know exactly what they’ll be learning
about!”
Even with the leaked information this
change is still garnering strong support and moving through the administration. Inexorably all our classes
will be renamed according to one
new criteria: Could an eighth grader
tell what the class is about from the
name? Each new block will be carefully named to fit the running theme
because “It should look good too.”
But Brace yourselves students. This
change could get derailed like all
those improvements Tech lost in the
red tape, at least we got the pool
on ChemSci, so keep your old class
flow charts for now.

Get the Bull in your email daily! Send an email to
bull@mtu.edu with subject line “Add me to the list!”
You won’t regret it*
*satisfaction not guaranteed, though we try, damn it.
Got wit? Like thinking outside the equilateral trapezoid? Enjoy laughing until things
come out your nose... or worse? Well
golly gee, wandering soul, give us a try!
The Daily Bull is Michigan Tech’s entertainment press - we print satirical news,
amusing anecdotes, oddities around
campus, funny pictures, song spoofs,
you name it! Think you have a cool idea
for an article? We probably want to see
you!!
Meetings: Wednesday nights @ 9:15 in
our secret HQ, Walker 144

see Farfalle on back

with a client’s finances,” Keenan Lundis issued what may as well have
been his dying words: “Who’s Chris
Chelios?”

taking manic notes, sort of Finding
Forrester style. Others surmise that
he is paying a black-market hockey
expert to teach him all the secrets.

Family members who still speak to
Lundis reported to the Bull that he
has been all but ostracised by his
coworkers and friends. Life at the
office is subdued. Word of his being a poser spread so quickly that he
was preemptively banned from the
United Center until proof of actual
hockey fandom can be established.
He is often seen slouching around
the Magnificent Mile, shopping with
his hood pulled up over his head
and avoiding eye contact with anyone wearing a Hawks jersey.

No one really knows, but the Bull
is pretty sure that it has dug up the
true dirt: Lundis, starting January 1st,
has been put on the Florida Panthers
payroll as a “Level 1 Fan.”

Some suspect that Lundis spends
every waking moment locked in his
flat, studying old hockey footage and

If he can stick it out long enough to
attend five games, he faces promotion to “Level 2 Fan,” then onward
all the way to the level of “Holy Shit,
You Actually Root For This Team?”
Panthers reps declined to comment
on the issue of paying people to attend their games, but the Bull feels
certain that this is the only way anyone would ever show up to a game
in a state with no ice.

Repost IRL: #littlereasonstosmile
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